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environment with 500 people, we’re
securing 500 “offices” of one person each.
Classic phishing tactics thrive on naivety.
COVID also limited budgets and the
resources we have available.
Cyber adversaries are getting more
sophisticated and are using more
advanced tools, neural networks, AI tools,
automated analytics to achieve their goal.
They have found new ways in, penetrate
environments deeper and linger longer.
These threat actors are bringing global
organizations and supply chains to a halt.
In short, complicated environments,
limited resources, against very wellprepared adversaries is yielding 1M new
threats discovered in the world every day.
Modern cyber defenders/security
teams must have deep visibility across
hybrid and multi-cloud environments
coupled with rich analytics to protect
all data, assets, and services and better
safeguard their IT environment.
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Our customers have a choice to use
our XDR platform as a comprehensive
offering, or they can deploy it as an open
platform leveraging integrations with
existing tools in their environment. We
will continue to deliver integrations and
functionality our customers need from an
Active XDR platform to detect, respond,
and neutralize threats earlier in the
attack lifecycle.
Finally, cyber threats succeed when
they can detect and exploit risks
and vulnerabilities. Fidelis starts by
understanding the current environment
and risk, allowing the security team to
address risk prior to an exploit. Risk has
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